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Menley and her husband Adam rent a home known as Remember House on the Cape Cod shore.

After the tragic loss of their first son, their newborn daughter is revitalizing their relationship. But

Menley can't stop blaming herself for their firstborn's death-and her haunted memories keep tricking

her into thinking their daughter awaits the same fate. Then Adam takes on a client charged with

murder, who can't seem to remember the details of that tragic day. Does Remember House

somehow connect them all?
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Menley and her husband Adam rent a home known as Remember House on the Cape Cod shore.

After the tragic loss of their first son, their newborn daughter is revitalizing their relationship. But

Menley can't stop blaming herself for their firstborn's death-and her haunted memories keep tricking

her into thinking their daughter awaits the same fate. Then Adam takes on a client charged with

murder, who can't seem to remember the details of that tragic day. Does Remember House

somehow connect them all?

This was a gift for my Mother, she loves it and loves his musical style.

Have read so many of her books ca,not believe I found an earlier one I didn't read. She has brought

me such pleasure over the years. Great read. The real mystery is the number of characters and

story lines she continues to produce. Thanks Mary



Wonderful CD. I had it many years ago on cassette tape and was happy to find it on CD. Pandolfi is

one of our finest piano players living on the planet today.

I always enjoy Mary H. C. books. This one I gave 4 stars instead of 5 because it took me longer to

get into it than her others. But once I figured out which couples went together and could keep them

straight I enjoyed the mystery and trying to figure it out. I did get it figured out but not early on and it

was a very enjoyable read. I like her books because she can tell a very good murder mystery

without gore and without using any bad language. Very refreshing!

What a writer! From the very first sentence, Clark holds your interest. She brings in all the players

with such ease. I'm planning to read all of her books.

Awesome read as all her books are.

I loved this book even when I read it many years ago when it first came out. Shari Cooper being

killed by an unknown and she gets to come back to earth as a wander to help people especially the

depressed teenage girl whom she was put into. She does this by writing book of the immortal life

that helps other kids. In the process she is also regaining her memory of who she was and what had

happened to her. She starts to look for the person who murdered her and has to deal with evil

creatures that don't like wanderes and would prefer them to be dead. Her work is becoming world

wide known which even causes her to get more attention from things she doesn't want.

This was a gift for someone else, I was told she liked it very much.
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